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Reviews of the Other Paths to Glory by Peter Joyce,Anthony
Price
Wrathshaper

This is a story that drags on, and on and on, without anything like a plot, like the author is finding
his way while writing. Compare it to Enid Blyton, and it still falls short.....
Bu

Entertaining
net rider

Not many people will remember Anthony Price, but in his day he was a highly regarded thriller

writer. I came to this book looking for something to read that brought a different angle on the Battle
of the Somme as a break from more serious historical study. The plotting is clever although the
writing is somewhat stiff and dated, especially as regard gender relationships. Price gets the setting
and scenes in Picardy spot on as current day visitors to the battlefields will confirm. "Other Paths to
Glory" provided the informed and well-researched escapism I was looking for.
Kata

I picked up a copy of this book at my local library at some point in the Eighties. Almost twenty years
later, I suspect I've forgotten the plot of more mysteries and thrillers than any single person in my
tri-state area. But "Other Paths to Glory" remained with me. In "Other Paths," a young military
historian is recruited as a cold war spy when it appears that a modern mystery is somehow
connected to World War I. The characters are well-developed, the plot is tight and suspenseful, but
most of all the haunting past pervades the book and becomes its most compelling character. Price
evokes the immanence of history so well that the book is elevated from a good-read-that-might-stillbe-forgotten to a genre classic.
Ceroelyu

This is one of Anthony Price's strongest works. The narrative is taut and suspenseful, with a complex
chain of events occurring in the modern day which hark back to a little-known battle of the First
World War. For historical and military buffs, this is one of the essential books of this genre.
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